NI LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit

Overview

The NI LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit provides a library of functions optimized for performing the high-throughput, jitter, eye diagram, and phase noise measurements demanded by automated validation and production test environments. While many oscilloscopes offer built-in jitter measurement packages, these packages are typically designed and optimized for interactive use and, as such, are usable only on that particular oscilloscope. The LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit is designed to provide the fastest measurement throughput of any jitter measurement or analysis package on the market today. In addition, it is hardware-agnostic, which means that you can use it in a test system for automating measurements with any instruments, such as third-party oscilloscopes and digitizers or NI high-speed and high-resolution digitizers.

Requirements and Compatibility

OS Information

- Windows 7
- Windows Server 2003 R2 32-bit
- Windows Server 2008 R2 64-bit
- Windows Vista
- Windows XP

Software Compatibility

- LabVIEW Full Development System
- LabVIEW Professional Development System

Toolkit Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subpalette</th>
<th>Clock Recovery VIs</th>
<th>Eye Diagram Measurement VIs</th>
<th>Jitter VIs</th>
<th>Level VIs</th>
<th>Signal Generation VIs</th>
<th>Timing VIs</th>
<th>Standard LabVIEW Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recovery of embedded clocks</td>
<td>VIs for:</td>
<td>VIs for measuring:</td>
<td>VIs for measuring:</td>
<td>Generates a signal with jitter that can be</td>
<td>VIs for measuring:</td>
<td>• Statistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enables eye mask definition and mask limit testing
- Example programs for eye diagram and mask testing, and random and deterministic jitter (RJ/DJ) separation using both dual-Dirac and spectrum-based separation methods
- Requires LabVIEW 2010
Jitter Measurements

When measuring and analyzing jitter with the LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit, you can use a typical workflow to acquire and analyze your signal data. This workflow includes the following actions:

**Acquire or Import Waveform Data**

To automate jitter measurements in a test system, you can stream data from hardware using the LabVIEW instrument drivers for third-party instruments (ni.com/drivers) or NI modular instruments (ni.com/drivers). If you are postprocessing data, you can also perform measurements on signal data previously saved to disk by reading the data into LabVIEW using functions appropriate for the file format you are using.

**Measure State and Reference Levels**

You can use the State Levels VI with the Reference Levels VI to measure state levels (high and low voltages) and define reference levels (percentages of state-level amplitude) for a waveform.

**Identify Transitions and Level Crossings**

You can use the Level Crossing VI to measure waveform transitions and to return the time locations at which level crossings within the transitions occur.

**Use Clock Recovery to Recover Level Crossings**

When analyzing data streams with embedded clocks, you can use the Clock Recovery VIs to recover the level crossings of the embedded clock waveform from the data signal.

**Measure and Analyze Jitter**

The LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit provides VIs for measuring time interval error (TIE), period jitter, and cycle-to-cycle jitter. You can gain a deeper understanding of the statistical nature of jitter using LabVIEW Probability and Statistics VIs.

---

**Figure 1.** The NI LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit provides VIs for the measurement of TJ, DJ, DDJ, DCD, and PJ (solid boxes); RJ/DJ separation (dashed-line box) is included in the toolkit as an example program.
Figure 2. The typical jitter measurement workflow includes defining reference and state levels for the measurement, identifying level crossings in the signal, performing clock recovery (if required), calculating TIE, and measuring jitter components.

Accelerate Measurement Speed

Take Advantage of Multicore Processors

Acquiring data and performing jitter measurements across multiple channels simultaneously can be very processor-intensive, which results in long measurement times. By using a stand-alone software approach, you can take advantage of the latest processor technology in your test system. LabVIEW has the inherent ability to dynamically assign code across multiple CPU cores, which results in dramatically improved execution speeds when using multicore processors. In a multichannel scenario, you can easily improve execution speed by performing measurements across multiple channels in parallel.

Use a Platform Optimized for Automated Test: PXI

Bandwidth and latency are two of the most important considerations for an automated test system because the combination of the two dictates the overall speed of your measurement system. Latency describes the amount of time it takes for an instrument to respond to a remote command like a measurement query. Bandwidth refers primarily to the data throughput capacity of the data bus that connects the measurement instrument with the host PC or controller. A high-bandwidth bus results in lower test times, no matter if the application is transferring a large data record one time or transferring small data records multiple times in a row.

The PXI platform – upon which NI high-speed digitizers are built – provides high speed for a wide range of applications with both high bandwidth and low latency via the PCI and PCI Express buses. PXI Express, the instrument platform that uses the high-speed PCI Express bus, has a backplane bandwidth of 1 GB/s with PCI Express Gen 1 and even higher rates with PCI Express Gen 2. Both PXI and PXI Express data throughput rates are significantly faster than those of GPIB, USB, or LAN, which are other popular buses for automating test instrumentation.

Figure 3. This PXI Express system includes the NI PXIe-8133 controller, which is capable of a maximum system bandwidth of 8 GB/s, as well as an NI high-speed digitizer.

Jitter Visualization

Eye Diagrams

An eye diagram provides quick and intuitive visualization of signal integrity by displaying both the timing and amplitude behavior of a signal over multiple unit intervals. The LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit offers an easy way for constructing and customizing eye diagrams. You use two VIs to separate the data into segments (user-definable; segments default to two-unit intervals) and graphically display an eye diagram. A third VI provides the ability to customize the view of the eye diagram (figures 4–6).

Figure 4. Single-Hue Persistence Eye Diagram
Mask Limit Testing

Use the Eye Mask Definition VI to test whether a signal complies with your defined mask limits. Eye masks are defined with arrays of voltage and time values. The Eye Pattern Limit Test VI outputs two values: the number of failures and the total number of points tested. The Eye Diagram Support VI takes the eye diagram data and mask definition as inputs and uses them to display the test results on a front-panel graph (Figure 8).

Bathtub Plots

The bathtub curve characterizes the eye opening at different bit error rates by plotting the bit error rate (BER) as a function of sampling time along the unit interval.
LabVIEW also inherently supports other visualization techniques that prove helpful in the analysis of jitter, such as views of the jitter spectrum, trend, and histogram (figures 10–12).

Figure 9. You can use the LabVIEW Jitter Analysis Toolkit Bathtub Plot Support VI to visually display eye opening as a function of bit error rate and provide insight into random and deterministic jitter.

Figure 10. With the LabVIEW graphical development environment, you can enhance built-in graphs by programming them to go beyond just displaying the jitter spectrum. Figure 10 shows how you can use LabVIEW to highlight the signal's deterministic jitter components (in blue) with code from one of the toolkit's example programs.

Figure 11. Trend of Period Jitter

Figure 12. Histogram View of Period Jitter

Additional Resources
- Getting Started with LabVIEW Virtual Instruments
- Optimizing Automated Test Applications for Multicore Processors With NI LabVIEW
Support and Services

System Assurance Programs

NI system assurance programs are designed to make it even easier for you to own an NI system. These programs include configuration and deployment services for your NI PXI, CompactRIO, or Compact FieldPoint system. The NI Basic System Assurance Program provides a simple integration test and ensures that your system is delivered completely assembled in one box. When you configure your system with the NI Standard System Assurance Program, you can select from available NI system driver sets and application development environments to create customized, reorderable software configurations. Your system arrives fully assembled and tested in one box with your software preinstalled. When you order your system with the standard program, you also receive system-specific documentation including a bill of materials, an integration test report, a recommended maintenance plan, and frequently asked question documents. Finally, the standard program reduces the total cost of owning an NI system by providing three years of warranty coverage and calibration service. Use the online product advisors at ni.com/advisor to find a system assurance program to meet your needs.

Technical Support

Get answers to your technical questions using the following National Instruments resources.

- **Support** - Visit ni.com/support to access the NI KnowledgeBase, example programs, and tutorials or to contact our applications engineers who are located in NI sales offices around the world and speak the local language.
- **Discussion Forums** - Visit forums.ni.com for a diverse set of discussion boards on topics you care about.
- **Online Community** - Visit community.ni.com to find, contribute, or collaborate on customer-contributed technical content with users like you.

Repair

While you may never need your hardware repaired, NI understands that unexpected events may lead to necessary repairs. NI offers repair services performed by highly trained technicians who quickly return your device with the guarantee that it will perform to factory specifications. For more information, visit ni.com/repair.

Training and Certifications

The NI training and certification program delivers the fastest, most certain route to increased proficiency and productivity using NI software and hardware. Training builds the skills to more efficiently develop robust, maintainable applications, while certification validates your knowledge and ability.

- **Classroom training in cities worldwide** - the most comprehensive hands-on training taught by engineers.
- **On-site training at your facility** - an excellent option to train multiple employees at the same time.
- **Online instructor-led training** - lower-cost, remote training if classroom or on-site courses are not possible.
- **Course kits** - lowest-cost, self-paced training that you can use as reference guides.
- **Training memberships** and training credits - to buy now and schedule training later.

Visit ni.com/training for more information.

Extended Warranty

NI offers options for extending the standard product warranty to meet the life-cycle requirements of your project. In addition, because NI understands that your requirements may change, the extended warranty is flexible in length and easily renewed. For more information, visit ni.com/warranty.

OEM

NI offers design-in consulting and product integration assistance if you need NI products for OEM applications. For information about special pricing and services for OEM customers, visit ni.com/oem.

Alliance

Our Professional Services Team is comprised of NI applications engineers, NI Consulting Services, and a worldwide National Instruments Alliance Partner program of more than 700 independent consultants and integrators. Services range from start-up assistance to turnkey system integration. Visit ni.com/alliance.